
FM and TV were sometimes included as well.1

2https://www.cia.gov/library/center-for-the-study-of-intelligence/csi-publications/books-
and-monographs/foreign-broadcast-information-service/
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To DXers of the 1950s, 60s and 70s, the Foreign Broadcast Information Service, or FBIS,
then part of the CIA, was an opaque U.S.-government monitoring organization known principally
through its periodic publication, Broadcasting Stations of the World, a multi-volume listing of
the world’s mediumwave and shortwave stations issued approximately annually from 1945 to
1974 (see p. 10 for a sample page).   Although FBIS was no stranger to newspaper publicity at1

the time of its establishment and during the war, the detailed story of its early organization had to
await the release of this history.2

This book is not for those seeking information on FBIS technical capabilities, such as
receivers, antennas, monitoring practices, etc.  For that kind of information, see two excellent
articles by Oliver Read:  “Foreign Broadcast Intelligence Service,” Radio News, January 1945, p.
25, and “Hams in the FBIS,” QST, January 1945, p. 34.  (The Radio News article is appended to
this review.  Read was Managing Editor of Radio News.)  The Roop book focuses on
administrative and organizational matters, and bureaucratic problems, at FBIS, not on band
scanning (which FBIS called “cruising”) or other aspects of monitoring per se, or even the
analysis of monitored broadcasts.  A more generalized history of FBIS is Stephen C. Mercado’s
online article, “FBIS Against the Axis, 1941-1945.”  But parts of Roop’s history will resonate
with those who have traveled for pleasure the same bands that FBIS monitors searched in the
name of national defense.  (An inquiry as to whether there is a “Part II” to this history has
brought no response.)
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The author tracks FBIS from its roots in 1941.  It was not the world’s first government
monitoring effort. The BBC Monitoring Service (BBCMS) had been formed in 1939, and other
countries sometimes monitored foreign broadcasts even before that, as did various U.S.
newspapers and broadcasting networks, and the Princeton Listening Center (PLC).  The
government was reluctant to leave this function in private hands, however, and sought action by
the Defense Communications Board, which consisted of the navy, the departments of state, war,
and treasury, and the FCC.  It requested the President to transfer $300,000 in emergency funds to
the FCC to set up a broadcast monitoring capability.  The FCC’s Radio Intelligence Division
(RID) was already engaged in monitoring for illegal domestic radio operations, as well as
monitoring foreign-language domestic radio programs, a function which FBIS carried on until
mid-1943.  (Some unhappy foreign-language program brokers were among those who
contributed to the agency’s run-ins with Congress.)  The sum of $150,000 was transferred on
February 26, 1941, and the Foreign Broadcast Monitoring Service, as it was then known, was
born.  Additional funding from RID and from Congress followed, giving FBMS an operating
budget of $835,000 through June 1942.

Agency headquarters was set up in an old garage at 316 F Street, N.E., Washington, D.C.,
and Harold D. Graves, Jr., Director of the PLC, became Senior Administrative Officer.  Lloyd
Free, editor of Public Opinion Quarterly, was soon appointed FBMS Director.  Free also had
experience at the PLC, as did several other early FBMS personnel.  Qualifications for
employment were very high, and staffing was made more challenging still by various civil
service rules, by the prohibition–eventually relaxed somewhat–against hiring aliens (who often
had the best foreign language skills), and by the policy of not paying extra for the nighttime work
that was often required.  Establishing the loyalty of
FBMS employees was a matter taken very seriously,
and there were some investigations of suspect
personnel.  Turnover was high.  By mid-1941, FBMS
had 220 employees, with “satisfactory” capabilities in
approximately 20 languages, more limited
capabilities in four more.  The written output of
FBMS was distributed to various government
officials. 

As translators, editors and analysts came on
board they were put to work on broadcasts monitored
at the RID facility in Laurel, Maryland.  RID often
performed the technical side of FBMS monitoring,
especially in the beginning.  Several times a day
recordings were driven by station wagon to
Washington for translation and analysis.  As time
went on, Washington, rather than the technicians in
Laurel, began deciding what to monitor, and the
whole process became more organized.  Laurel was
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replaced by a new facility in Silver Hill, Maryland, and soon the Washington translators were
able to listen to broadcasts live via telephone lines.  

True to his PLC roots, Graves was mainly interested in analyzing foreign propaganda
broadcasts aimed at particular places, like the U.S.  Free was more interested in the news as the
stations reported it.  Typed summaries of FBMS output was sent by wire to the State Department
(the “A” wire) and the New York and Washington offices of the Coordinator of Information (“B”
wire).  A “C” wire, to the Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs, was added in 1942, and others
followed.  Various publications were issued, such as “German Broadcasts to North America,”
“spot bulletins” on various subjects, and several daily digests of broadcasts to different parts of
the world.  Just before Pearl Harbor a weekly survey was added, which became the meat and
potatoes of FBMS.  Soon it was being distributed to 87 different offices.  Eventually it became
unwieldy and was supplemented by a digested weekly review.  Many universities and other non-
governmental organizations sought access to this material, but for the most part such requests
were denied and distribution was kept within the government.

Monitoring branched out from Silver Hill, and soon recording was being undertaken at
RID facilities in Grand Island, Nebraska and Millis, Massachusetts (both were soon dropped),
Portland, Oregon, Kingsville, Texas, and San Juan, Puerto Rico, with each station assigned to
handle particular parts of the world.  Silver Hill carried a heavy load, and Portland was especially
important because it covered the Far East.  By September 1941, Portland was recording Japanese
broadcasts 24 hours a day, although there were deficiencies in Far Eastern reception in Portland,
and delays in getting the material to Washington.  In 1942, West Coast monitoring was
supplemented by a San Francisco monitoring post inherited from CBS and the Office of War
Information (OWI).  Before long some translators and other non-technical staff were assigned to
the various locations, decentralizing FBMS operations somewhat.  

In November 1941 an FBMS office was set up in London, thus beginning decades of
cooperation and information exchange between the BBC Monitoring Service and FBMS, an
arrangement which, in its early days, generally favored the U.S., as BBCMS was monitoring a
million words a day.  In 1943 a “United Nations Monitoring Committee” was established to
bring in monitors from other Allied nations, but cooperative monitoring remained mainly a
British-American affair.

After Pearl Harbor the number of offices getting 24-hour service increased from one (the
State Department) to six and kept growing, as did the number of offices demanding daily
summaries and other services.  Office of Strategic Services (OSS) and OWI–the latter much
involved in the transmission of shortwave broadcasts from the United States--relied greatly on
FBMS information.  The work of FBMS was highly regarded, and deemed indispensable by
many.  On December 9, 1941 FBMS registered its first scoop–Italy’s declaration of war against
the United States.

Speed, thoroughness and volume–providing more information faster–were the FBMS
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watchwords.  Roop discusses the various technological and administrative measures used to
accomplish this–increased reliance on Western Union, Press Wireless, and 24-hour teletype lines
to transmit information, revisions of work and reassignment of personnel at the various FBMS
outposts, greater use of responses to specific requests of user agencies, etc.  For the year 1942-
1943 the FBMS budget was nearly $1.7 million.

In September 1941 a Program Information Unit was formed to keep track of station
schedule changes.  A regular publication covering this information, “Program Schedules of
Foreign Broadcasters,” was begun in March 1942 under the direction of well-known DXer and,
at that time, full-time FBMS employee Roger C. Legge.  Private monitors, including SWLs, sent
their observations to Roger for inclusion in the publication.

In January 1942, FBMS moved its headquarters operation to four floors on K Street.  Free
resigned in April to go into the military.  Replacing him was Dr. Robert D. Leigh, President of
Bennington College, who, in July 1942, led the effort to rename the agency, which became the
Foreign Broadcast Intelligence Service.  By the end of the year the draft was taking a toll on the
agency, whose personnel count was now 430.

Although FBIS was located within the FCC, the FCC made little direct use of FBIS
output and thus did not seek to play a large role in its policies, although in many administrative
areas, such as purchasing, living allowances and promotions, FBIS chafed under the same
restrictive policies that were applied throughout all parts of the FCC.  The FCC had little
overseas presence, and FBIS personnel on foreign assignments in particular were faced with FCC
administrative obstacles of one kind or another.  There were also many problems of cooperation
and divided loyalty between RID engineers and FBIS itself.  This problem was not fully solved
until the engineers were formally transferred to FBIS in July 1944.

FBIS and the FCC made no secret of the existence of FBIS, and described its work in
press releases and other press contacts.  In general, methods and operations were fair game, while
the content of reports and the analysis of broadcasts were not, at least at the outset.  On the other
hand, FBIS made no secret of specific examples that illustrated the value of their intercepts, e.g.
immediate translation of important speeches by Axis leaders, the gathering of hitherto unknown
information from within the Axis, accurate predictions of enemy activities based on monitoring,
etc. 

Once the war was underway, there was much interest in FBIS output, particularly what
the media viewed as “propaganda material,” and much of this was released to news services,
universities, the general public, etc. through an arrangement with the Foreign Service Division of
OWI (which was often, incorrectly, credited as the originator of the material).  Some press
articles about FBIS were supportive of the agency’s activities, some not.  After  the war,
budgetary constraints were cited as the reason for once again limiting distribution of FBIS
material to government officials.
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A seldom-mentioned activity of FBIS was its support of Justice Department criminal
cases against American subversives broadcasting from other countries, and sometimes from
within the United States itself.  FBIS transcripts of such broadcasts, supplied to the FBI and to
other law enforcement agencies, were often important elements in such prosecutions.  (In his
Radio News article, Oliver Read gives an example.)

Many shortwave listeners (whom Roop refers to as “amateur radio fans”) were interested
in working for FBIS, and some did, including Roger Legge, who was a regular FBIS employee,
and Charles A. Morrison, head of the International DXers Alliance, who, along with others, had a
contract to supply FBIS with information.  Roop, who discusses this aspect of FBIS operations at
pp. 105-108, gives the listeners high marks.  At pp. 108-115 he also describes the role of FBIS in
the monitoring of POW messages, i.e. brief messages, either spoken by the POW or written down
and read by an Axis announcer over various Axis stations.  The government followed these
closely, as did numerous SWLs, who, despite government discouragement, then notified the
POW’s family of the message (see “DX History/POW Monitoring” at ontheshortwaves.com). 
For the most part it was FBIS that did the actual monitoring of the messages, providing the text
by wire to the Provost Marshal General, who had primary responsibility for notifying the families
(save for the period November 1943-August 1944 when FBIS itself performed that function).

Roop goes into considerable detail on FBIS dealings with other governmental and non-
governmental offices.  The overall picture is one of an agency with many more client demands
than it  could ever satisfy within its limited budget. 

Relationships with OWI were often rocky, particularly at the field level, where OWI
demands for more information constantly exceeded FBIS capabilities, and in London, where
OWI wished to deal directly with BBCMS rather than through FBIS.  In the end a London OWI
editorial staff wound up operating in parallel with FBIS, with both agencies sharing their
London-produced output.  (This arrangement ended in 1944.)  That OWI was allowed to do its
own monitoring from Istanbul, New Delhi, Australia and elsewhere–a decision supposedly based
on FBIS budgetary limitations–added to the friction between the two agencies.  Some FBIS
personnel were assigned to OWI monitoring posts to ensure that FBIS received all the OWI
output.

As to FBIS relationships with the military, things were mixed.  FBIS received
considerable military support for their monitoring operations set up in Hawaii and on Guam.  On
the other hand, FBIS budgetary constraints, as well as the inherent disadvantages of a small
civilian agency functioning in a war theater–dictated that a North African monitoring effort
headquartered in Algiers (which eventually grew to 250 persons) be placed under OWI rather
than FBIS.

But FBIS’s biggest problems were with Congress.  Some FBIS employees were the
targets of the House Un-American Activities Committee and its chairman, Martin Dies, who was
not deterred by negative publicity about his charges. A subcommittee found two FBIS employees

http://www.ontheshortwaves.com/history.html#POW
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Director Leigh’s side of the story is told in Robert D. Leigh, “Politicians vs.4

Bureaucrats,” Harper’s Magazine, January 1945, p. 97
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guilty of “subversive activity” and unfit for government employment, and was successful in
blocking the use of federal funds for their salaries.  One was the head of the Analysis Section,
another an editor.  Other employees were charged with subversion by particular congressmen.

A huge problem was the investigation of the FCC by Georgia Congressman Eugene Cox,
formerly a supporter of the agency but, in 1943, a foe as a result of the FCC chairman’s referral
to the Justice Department of a matter involving Cox, namely his acceptance of money from an
Atlanta radio station for legal work; his use of the funds to purchase stock in the station; and his
promotion of the station’s interests before the FCC, all in violation of a federal statute.  The Cox
inquiry was aggressive and very disruptive of FBIS operations.  Cox accused FBIS

of “masquerading” as a war agency; of using “intelligence” in its
name to misrepresent its operations; of being no more than “a
glorified news gathering agency” serving the press and radio; of
being of no value to war activities; of being illegally established; of
duplicating the work of OWI; of operating overseas illegally; of
spending money for unauthorized purposes; of operating illegally
at a deficit; of fraudulently obtaining supplemental appropriations;
of monopolizing scarce manpower for useless operations and
obtaining unwarranted deferments; of employing 15 to 20
subversive and dangerous persons; of illegally charging other
government agencies for its services; of hiring inexperienced and
poorly informed analysts; and of forcing its “useless and
unwanted” publications on other offices.3

But FBIS went into high gear to defend itself publicly, and so great was the reaction of
the press and public to the Cox charges that Cox wound up resigning.   His successor was more4

even handed, but testimony was not given until mid-1944, and the preparation needed in the
intervening period devoured a great deal of FBIS time.  In early January 1945, FBIS was cleared
of all charges of wrongdoing, but it had gotten a lesson in the importance of good congressional
relations, one that was underscored when its budget ran into difficulties. 

FBIS always seemed to be cutting back in the face of inadequate budgets and increased
demands for its services.  One result was that the Kingsville and San Juan monitoring posts were
closed.  As the war continued, qualified personnel were also in short supply.  Finding able and
willing Japanese speakers and obtaining permission to assign them to the West Coast was
particularly difficult.
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From the standpoint of an SWL, one of the most interesting parts of Roop’s book is his
considerable discussion  of what appeared to be a very muddled understanding of the reception5

conditions that could have been expected at several FBIS posts, namely San Juan, Kingsville and
Hawaii.  FBIS was surprised to find that most African and European stations, two of the intended
targets of the San Juan monitoring facility, could be heard satisfactorily in Washington, D.C.; and
that most of Latin America–another San Juan target–could be heard as well in Kingsville.  The
result was that staff in San Juan was much reduced, and the facility was closed altogether in
February 1944.

FBIS was similarly surprised that Kingsville reception from Latin America was subject to
static for six months of the year.  (In 1943 Florida had been considered as an alternative site for
Latin American reception, but this never came to fruition.)  Moreover, it was in March 1944 that
an FBIS official classified Latin American broadcasts as “about the worst drivel imaginable”
(save for “occasional short spurts”).   Kingsville closed in April 1944.  A few months earlier it6

had been found that much of the Latin American coverage by Kingsville could be had from San
Francisco and Silver Hill.

Reception from Japan was the province of the Portland and San Francisco installations,
with Portland doing the bulk of the work because of the difficulties in obtaining authorization for
Japanese Americans to work in San Francisco.  But coverage of Japan from Portland was never
very good.  It was suggested that Japanese and Philippine mediumwave stations could be heard
from Hawaii during the winter and fall.  FBIS officialdom was uncertain that Hawaii could
produce better monitoring than Portland, even after listening to recordings made in Hawaii. 
Moreover, some FBIS personnel believed that the Japanese programs on mediumwave and
shortwave were the same.  The decision was made to set up a Hawaiian monitoring post, which
came online late in 1944.  Soon thereafter the San Francisco monitoring site was closed.  

A projected Oahu site for monitoring gave way to one on Kauai, in part because on Oahu
“[a]t times reception was astonishingly good.  At other times interference, static, and fade-outs
made it impossible to get complete texts.”   Eventually it was found that “Kauai received clearly7

many programs that could not be heard at all on the West Coast, and no Far East broadcast was
received better on the Coast than on Kauai.”8

While individual monitoring locations would no doubt vary from one another in terms of
various specific local factors, that an agency with long distance radio reception at the heart of its
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mission could fail to understand some of the basics of “DX” comes as a bit of a shock.  That
African and European reception could be had about as well in Washington, D.C. as in Puerto
Rico, that the latter location would have no particular monopoly on Latin American reception, or
that Latin America programming was very different from that of Europe would come as no
surprise to anyone with on-the-ground familiarity with shortwave broadcasting.  That reception
degrades in the summer, that noise, fading and static are a standard part of long distance
reception (especially on mediumwave), or that Far Eastern reception is going to be better in
Hawaii than in Portland, Oregon, are all “DXing 101.”  Shortwave was 20 years old by the time
of World War II, and the fine points of reception were well understood by experienced SWLs,
who could have put these issues to rest easily.  That they befuddled FBIS is quite a surprise.

Charles A. Hyneman took over as FBIS director in July 1944.  Before long, as military
victory in Europe came into sharper view, and even as demands for services stayed constant, he
realized that the focus on Asia would intensify and that post war cutbacks were in the offing. 
During 1944-45, FBIS was already operating with a budget reduced 22% below 1943-1944, and a
personnel complement that had dropped by 25%.  Various services were cut back, including
Latin American monitoring, which ended in August 1945.  Hyneman left his post early the same
month and was succeeded by Russell Shepherd, who had been head of Pacific operations. 

Japan’s surrender in August presented immediate questions as to FBIS’s future, for the
agency’s appropriation provided for termination of FBIS 60 days after an armistice.  Hyneman
set up a committee, which, not unexpectedly, outlined the many benefits of continued monitoring
during peacetime.  But the matter prompted little immediate interest by regular users of FBIS
information–many of whom were contending with peacetime issues of their own–except for one
area:  there was interest in continued intelligence on Russian postwar aims.

FBIS sought to muster support in the budgetary process, and received a good deal of it,
including from the State Department.  In the end, while FBIS appropriations were depleted, the
War Department agreed to assume responsibility for the agency on a temporary basis, and it was
so transferred as of January 2, 1946.  The process was messy in some respects, but the agency
retained much of its shape and function.  And its output was now made available to the public
and the press as a matter of course.  The military asked the Central Intelligence Group (CIG),
successor to OSS and predecessor to the CIA, to decide the agency’s permanent status.  The
recommendation, with which the State Department concurred, was that it stay in the War
Department.  The War Department had other ideas, however, and in the end, effective July 31,
1946, the agency was placed in the Office of Operations of CIG, where it was renamed the
Foreign Broadcast Information Service, and then renamed again the Foreign Broadcast
Information Branch (it had almost been renamed the Foreign Broadcast Reporting Service in
April 1945).  With the formation of the CIA in 1947 it again became the Foreign Broadcast
Information Service.

~~~~~
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Many copies of Broadcasting Stations of the World are archived on line at this University
of Illinois website http://libsysdigi.library.illinois.edu/oca/Books2007-07/broadcastingstat/. 
What may be the first copy of the publication can be found under “Lists, Logs, Guides &
Columns” at http://www.ontheshortwaves.com/history.html, together with a Microsoft Access
database file of its contents.  One of the problems that DXers found in using Broadcasting
Stations of the World was that old entries were not always deleted, and thus the volumes, while
of historical value, were not considered as up to date as the World Radio TV Handbook.

The records of FBIS are stored at the National Archives in College Park, Maryland, and
would undoubtedly make for interesting research by some enterprising SWL (and perhaps some
interesting listening as well, since the records include recordings).

© Jerry Berg, 2014
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